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a b s t r a c t 

Due to power and I/O constraints associated with extreme scale scientific simulations, in situ 

analysis and visualization will become a critical component to scientific exploration and dis- 

covery. Current analysis and visualization options at extreme scale are presented in opposi- 

tion: write files to disk for interactive, exploratory analysis, or perform in situ analysis to save 

data products about phenomena that a scientists knows about in advance. In this paper, we 

demonstrate extreme scale visualization of MPAS-Ocean simulations leveraging a third op- 

tion based on Cinema, which is a novel framework for highly interactive, image-based in situ 

analysis and visualization that promotes exploration. 

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Extreme scale ( ≥ 10 15 FLOPS) parallel computing systems require scientists to change the manner in which they analyze and

visualize simulation results. Until recently, data, at significantly smaller scales, have been primarily stored and, typically, moved

to other machines for post-processing. Transitioning to next-generation computing systems means that these standard post-

processing techniques will not be able to effectively scale due to availability of storage and the relatively slow increase in both

storage and network bandwidth. 

In situ techniques that analyze and visualize simulation data in simulation memory are at least one promising path forward. In

general, in situ approaches operate on a predefined set of analyses and visualizations. In order for in situ analysis and visualization

to meet the needs of scientists at extreme scale, it should: (1) preserve important elements of the simulations, (2) significantly

reduce the data needed to preserve these elements, and (3) offer as much flexibility as possible for post-processing exploration. 

In this paper, describing the visualization of a large-scale Model for Prediction Across Scales (MPAS) Ocean simulation, we

leveraged the Cinema framework [1,2] . Cinema is a novel framework for highly interactive, image-based in situ analysis and visu-

alization that promotes interactive exploration. This interactive exploration – so important to scientific discovery – is supported

intuitively. Cinema effectively preserves this capability by allowing in situ data products to be combined in much the same way

they could be in a post-processing tool like ParaView. 

Cinema imagery is on the order of 10 6 in size, whereas extreme scale simulation data is on the order of ≥ 10 15 in size. This

provides the scientist with 10 9 , or greater, images to facilitate capture, curation, and exploration of important elements (features)

in the simulation. Cinema is an in situ exploration tool used in a traditional in situ operational mode, but it allows us to sample
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Fig. 1. (a) MPAS-Ocean simulation indicating isosurfaces that represent the locations of water masses within the ocean of temperature colored by salinity. (b) 

The user interface of the visualization pipeline for analysis and visualization objects (Earth core, temperature contours, and salinity contours) compositing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the analysis and visualization parameter space, such as camera positions, analysis and visualization objects, time, etc., to produce

a set of images stored in a data-intensive database. A positive attribute of Cinema is derived from the fact that the analyses and

visualizations are created from full-resolution data with high accuracy. 

The visualization shown in Fig. 1 (a) (as well as a video available at https://vimeo.com/127075375 ) is a run of MPAS-Ocean.

MPAS [3] is a new software framework for the rapid development of climate model components on unstructured grids. MPAS-

Ocean provides large-scale parallel scalability, expected in a next-generation code, and support for variable resolution meshes.

MPAS is developed cooperatively by Los Alamos National Laboratory and the National Center for Atmospheric Research for the

purpose of decadal to century-long climate change research, as well as short-term weather forecasting. 

The high-resolution global ocean simulation with realistic topography, uses 1.8 million horizontal 15 km-sized grid cells and

40 vertical levels. The isosurfaces of temperature and salinity indicate the locations of water masses within the ocean. Water

masses, with names like North Atlantic Deep Water and Antarctic Bottom Water, occur within specific ranges of temperature

and salinity. These visualizations allow oceanographers to view the pathways and extents of these water masses, and compare

them to observed climatology. Meandering ocean jets and eddies are visible as perturbations to these analysis and visualization

objects, and the ocean currents and eddy activity compare well with observations. 

These simulations are typically run on 60 0 0 processors, and achieve two simulated years per wall clock day. At this resolution,

file output sizes present difficulties for traditional post-processing analysis and visualization workflows. 

2. Related work 

Cinema makes a number of contributions, while building on a vast amount of previously disseminated results in interactive

exploration databases, creating new visualizations and metadata and content searching. 

Interactive exploration database. A large image collection is produced from a structured sampling of time, analysis and visual-

ization objects and camera positions. One option for the management of this large image collection is to compress them into

movies [4,5] . Cinema extends this approach by support compositing of images to create new visualizations as well as metadata

and content searching. Tikhonova et al. [6–8] represent data as a collection of proxy images. Combining the two approaches

would support additional data reduction and exploration possibilities. 

Creation of new visualizations. Cinema supports combining images using depth ordering information, while Tikhonova et al. [6]

creates new visualizations using interpolation. Cinema’s idea for compositing visualization results evolved from the long history

of parallel compositing techniques that enable scalable interactive visualization [9] . 

Metadata and content searching. Recent work by Subrahmaniam [10] identifies issues and future research directions for multi-

media databases. Cinema creates imagery in situ saving into its database: camera positions, time, details about the analysis and

visualization objects, and statistics about the data. Directly storing analysis results and how they are created is important and

encompasses our connection to provenance systems [11] . 

Image content queries support querying about the visual weight of the objects in the generated visualization. There are

many approaches to calculating the statistics of the 2D projection of a set of 3D objects [12] . Related to our approach, Jun Tao

https://vimeo.com/127075375
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Fig. 2. The interactive exploration, enabled by the Cinema graphical user interface (GUI), pulling resulting Cinema images and analysis products from the 

interactive exploration database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

et al. [13] computes a collection of streamline images, and applies an image quality metric to select an optimal viewpoint.

Our approach extends this work by virtue of being in situ and our ability to change our evaluation metric dynamically with a

scientist-generated query. 

3. Discussion 

Interactive exploratory post-processing analysis and visualization will still be essential for scientific discovery at extreme

scale. First, debugging new simulators requires this support. Second, collaboration for colleagues without equal computing re-

sources need this support. Finally, transitioning existing simulators demands this support for a path from terascale/petascale

(10 12 /10 15 FLOPS) to extreme scale. 

3.1. From simulation data to image database 

Cinema, currently, leverages ParaView [14] to define a desired set of analysis and visualization objects based on a test data

set. At this point, scientists can make sophisticated prioritized decisions for the production of Cinema output. They can define

how to sample: time, analysis and visualization object parameter space, camera space, and image resolution. The results of these

choices are reported by cost metrics associated with the number of images, the image size, the imagery size, and additional

computational time. 

As simulations progress towards extreme scale, scientists will operate in a constrained storage and bandwidth environment.

Hence, sampling of simulation results will require prioritization to fit within a storage/bandwidth budget. Cinema was designed

to operate within these constraints, and can assist scientists in making appropriate decisions. 

For the in situ analysis and visualization, we use Catalyst, an open-source in situ data analysis and visualization optimized

C++ library, which includes an API for C , FORTRAN , Python and C++ . Catalyst is designed to be tightly coupled by directly

embedding it into parallel simulation codes. 

As the Catalyst enabled simulation runs, the Cinema results are ingested into a database. By this we mean, that the metadata,

image provenance (i.e., a searchable description of how the image was created – the simulation, the input deck, and which objects

were created), and the image uniform resource locator (URL). Therefore, there is potentially no need to move the potentially large

image data around in bulk. 

3.2. Creation of new visualizations 

Cinema utilizes real-time compositing to create an experience reminiscent of interactively exploring the raw simulation data.

For the Web-based Cinema viewer, compositing is enabled through WebGL using ping-pong shaders. For each object (layer) to

be composited (see Fig. 2 (c)), Cinema loads the data and surface normals into textures. The previous framebuffer object (FBO) is

bound to a texture for reading, while the current FBO is bound for writing (rendering). The object is composited by drawing a

textured rectangle, and then swapping the current and previous FBOs. 

The field data associated with an analysis and visualization object is stored as a 24-bit float in the r, g, and b components of

separate Cinema images. The alpha component stores the depth information. In Fig. 2 (a), we demonstrate how the scalar value

is extracted from the object data texture. Finally, as depicted in the Fig. 2 (b) fragment shader, for each fragment the depth is

tested, and if compositing is required, the normal and scalar components are extracted and used to compute a normal and color

for Blinn–Phong lighting calculations. 

It’s Cinema’s user interface that significant enhances the exploration experience seemingly beyond those available in tradi-

tional post-processing tools. From a scientist’s perspective, computationally intensive analysis and visualization algorithms run

in constant time using the precomputed Cinema images and analysis products. The interactive exploration database currently

supports three elements and two modes of interaction. The three elements of interaction are time , analysis and visualization

objects , and camera . The modes of interaction are: animation ; where the interaction is a sequence through time, objects and

camera; and selection , where the scientist selects or queries time, objects, and camera. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The dynamic rendering widget offers the capability to edit color lookup tables, set the light direction and color, and adjust material properties. (b) The 

fully interactive exploration, enabled by the Cinema GUI, pulling resulting Cinema images and analysis products from the interactive exploration database. 

Fig. 4. The graphical user interface of the scientist-defined search pipeline for analysis and visualization object compositing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can automatically display multiple objects from visualization space by selecting the associated (time, objects, and camera)

Cinema images and analysis products from the database and composing them together. Cinema does not require the scientist

to do this manually through a database query. Instead, the scientist uses a graphical user interface (GUI), depicted in Fig. 1 (b),

that emulates an application like ParaView to create an experience similar to exploring raw simulation data. In Fig. 1 (b): the Eyes

indicate analysis and visualization objects that can be interactively turned on and off; the Plus and Pencil allow for selection and

coloring of specific analysis and visualization objects; and the Time , Phi and Theta controls allow for either selection or animation

of these elements. 
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Fig. 5. (a–c) The Cinema MPAS-Ocean results using rotation about the x –, y –axis and changing to colored by salinity temperature layers. (d) Editing the composite 

pipeline by removing three temperature contours. (e and f) The pan and zoom interaction and the selection of different time steps. 

Fig. 6. The capabilities added by dynamic deferred rendering. (a and b) Temperature isosurfaces with an Earth core colored with a spectral or an Earth-like 

colormap. (c and d) Dynamically coloring by different parameters (pressure and salinity) and colormaps. (e and f) Increasing the spectral contribution and 

changing color (blue) of the light. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

In addition, the dynamic rendering GUI, shown in Fig. 3 (a), allows the scientist to further investigate the simulation field data

associated with the analysis and visualization objects. It’s these types of capabilities that pushes the Cinema experience closer

to interactive exploration of raw simulation data. 

3.3. Metadata and content querying 

By leveraging the metadata associated with the Cinema images and analysis products in the interactive exploration database,

Cinema allows the scientist to execute metadata queries (or browse analysis and visualization objects) to produce a prioritized
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sequence of matching results, as demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The metadata, produced by the in situ analysis and visualization process,

includes data properties of the simulation data, such as histograms, as well as image properties. 

The compositing infrastructure also makes it possible to perform queries that search on the content of the image in the

database. A query could be formulated that matches on the quality of the view of a particular analysis and visualization object

value. However, Fig. 4 shows a far simpler set of search results associated with a particular compositing pipeline and a query of

time == 0 && theta == 90 . 

4. Results 

Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the interactive capabilities of Cinema for visually exploring the results of the MPAS-Ocean simu-

lation. While data reduction is highly dependent on sampling and the specified visualization pipelines, this simulation claimed

an approximately 202GBs to 16GBs reduction, but an increase from 101MBs for a one image per time step traditional in situ

workflow. 

5. Conclusion 

Cinema is a novel framework for image-based extreme scale in situ analysis and visualization. It couples in situ analysis and vi-

sualization outputs with an image database query method to enable interactive exploration and data browsing. The compositing

pipelines provide an experience that mirrors the interactive exploration of raw simulation data, but with a constant computation

time for all analysis and visualization algorithms. As implemented, Cinema meets the overarching goals for in situ analysis and

visualization systems. It preserves important elements of simulations, while significantly reducing the data needed to preserve

these elements, and offers sophisticated interactive post-processing exploration. 
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